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Activities of the off-shell subgroup
❖ Subgroup of WG1

❖ To review the future potential of off-shell and signal-background interference enabled 
experimental analyses, and related MC tools and phenomenology studies

❖ Recent open discussions

❖ Off-shell measurement and width constraint                                                                                    
(https://indico.cern.ch/event/400326/)

❖ h->VV signal-background interference, joint with heavy Higgs (WG3)                                          
(https://indico.cern.ch/event/400327/)

❖ Higgs width constraint using h->2photon                                                                                         
(https://indico.cern.ch/event/400328/)

❖ Prioritise experimental and theoretical efforts, while preparing inputs for the YR4

❖ Experimental contacts of YR4 contributions

❖ ATLAS: Cyril Becot, Stephanie Yuen

❖ CMS: Hugues Brun, Alessio Magitteri
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Run I off-shell measurements overview
❖ Both ATLAS/CMS explore ZZ high mass 

region

❖ 4l channel: m(4l) and matrix element based 
discriminant

❖ 2l2v channel: transverse mass

❖ ATLAS studies also WW->evµv channel

❖ Combined use of m(ll) and transverse mass

❖ Interpretation

❖ ATLAS focuses on the off-shell signal 
strength

❖ Both set a upper limit on the Higgs width, 
by a combination with on-shell 
measurements
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ATLAS, 1503.01060

95% CL upper limit
CMS: 
ΓH < 22 (33) MeV
ATLAS: 
ΓH < 22.7 (33.0) MeV



Main MC treatment
❖ gg(->h)->VV signal and background, including the interference are generated 

using gg2VV and MCFM (LO QCD)

❖ NNLO k-factors as a function of m(VV) are applied to the signal

❖ CMS: assumes kcontinuum = ksignal as central value

❖ ATLAS: results are given as a function of the unknown kcontinuum

❖ ATLAS re-weights pT(VV) using Sherpa+OpenLoops

❖ Similarly, VBF processes are generated by Phantom and MadGraph

❖ Dominant backgrounds: qq->VV are generated using POWHEG at NLO QCD

❖ NLO EW corrections are applied, with ∆NLO_QCDx∆NLO_EW as uncertainty

❖ ATLAS applies NNLO QCD corrections

❖ All channels are analysed inclusively in N-jets
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Run II perspectives
❖ Current machinery works for 13TeV

❖ Would keep exploiting the high m(VV) 
region

❖ Plan to compare gg->VV+0/1j using various 
MC tools, compared with LO inclusive used 
so far

❖ 4l channel is statistical limited, especially 
when off-shell/on-shell ratio is measured; 
expected to scale fast with higher luminosity 

❖ VBF channel may play a more important 
role as statistics increase
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h->2photon mass shift
1305.3854

The mass shift could be translated into an 
upper limit on the Higgs width

* ~ -60MeV in SM
* roughly proportional to square root 

of the Higgs width

It could be measured by comparing with H->4l 
channel, where the shift is much smaller, 
however…

ATLAS+CMS Higgs mass combination
Phys.Rev.Lett. 114 (2015) 191803
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1504.05215 In the h(->2photon)+2j channel, VBF and ggF contributions generate shifts of 
opposite signs, which largely cancel each other, making it a good reference mass

It is agreed that interested ATLAS/CMS experimentalists will 
implement this new approach, and try to have a quantitive projection



Back-up
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H->2photon mass shift
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Might be possible to measure the mass shift 
by exploiting its dependence on the Higgs pT 
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